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Case Study

Headquartered in the city of Innsbruck, Würth-Hochenburger GmbH 

has begun a new chapter in its IT story. By introducing a modern 

workspace environment based on VMware Horizon, the Austrian 

specialist for building materials and DIY stores is bidding farewell to  

its client/server infrastructure. Implementation will draw a line under 

heavy administrative and maintenance expenses, give Würth-

Hochenburger system security and a solid basis for planning, and 

improve efficiency and productivity across approximately 600 IT 

workspaces at 40 sites. Thanks to this project, even the much-

publicized shortage of specialists has lost a lot of its threat. 

Customer-centric management for Austria,   
Germany and Switzerland 
Since its inception in 1922, the Würth-Hochenburger Group has grown  
to become an international specialty retailer for building materials and an 
operator of DIY stores. The Austrian organization’s success is built around 
customer-centric management that is rooted in its values. Continuous growth 
has given the tradition-rich firm a well-developed sales and logistics network, 
excellently trained specialist staff and quality building materials from  
leading-brand manufacturers. Building materials for all purposes are  
sourced from 15 countries on three continents.

 “Over the years, the complexity of our legacy client/server 
infrastructure brought us to the point where managing and 
administering around 600 IT workspaces was barely even viable.” 

Christoph Stern, Team Leader IT Technology, Würth-Hochenburger

Würth-Hochenburger Group is an  
international specialty retailer for 
building materials and an operator of 
hardware stores incl. garden centers. 
The company’s 800 employees work  
at more than 40 sites in Austria,  
Germany and Switzerland.

Industry
Retail

Partner
ACP supports modern, innovative 
companies with powerful IT solutions 
in the realization of their ideas and 
business goals, from concept through 
to integration, migration and operation 
of the respective solution.

VMware footprint
• VMware® vSphere® 

• VMware Horizon®

Würth-Hochenburger Puts 
Virtualization Technology from 
VMware at the Heart of IT

https://www.wuerth-hochenburger.at/
https://www.acp.at/
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IT workstation management eats   
up resources
Very few industries are not suffering from the lack of 
relevant specialists. In Germany, Switzerland and Austria 
alike, retail enterprises struggle to find suitably qualified 
people to drive new growth. Würth-Hochenburger was 
feeling the impact of this trend right down to its IT unit. 
“Over the years, the complexity of our legacy client/server 
infrastructure brought us to the point where managing and 
administering around 600 IT workspaces was barely 
viable,” says Christoph Stern, team leader of IT technology 
at Würth-Hochenburger, describing a genuine problem  
in the company’s past. 

Stern remembers employees increasingly complaining 
about various issues as time went by. For example, remote 
access to the data center from outside the company via 
virtual private networks (VPNs) regularly involved high 
latencies. Another issue involved incompatibilities between 
different devices, and a constant stream of new data 
security challenges. “Problems would also arise whenever  
a lot of staff had to switch from one site to another in the 
course of a working day,” Stern says. “It was very difficult 
for them to continue working seamlessly at  
another location.” 

For IT managers at Würth-Hochenburger, maintaining and 
updating all the clients onsite was a huge amount of work. 
Worse still, there were plans to introduce a new ERP 
system, which would have made it necessary to extensively 
redesign the entire IT infrastructure. The existing IT team 
was no longer able to master all these challenges, and 
people with the right qualifications were few and far 
between in the building materials retail industry. 

“We found ourselves with more and more clients and more 
and more work to do,” Stern says, “but without more and 
more IT people.”

Highly scalable platform to support 
business expansion
The combination of these circumstances prompted the 
Würth-Hochenburger management team to consider an 
alternative IT environment. “Specifically, we were looking 
for a solution that would allow a smaller team to manage 
the systems,” says Stefan Scheiring, head of IT and 
organization at Würth-Hochenburger. 

It quickly became apparent that thin clients based on  
a terminal server environment were the way forward.   
A painstaking evaluation process covering multiple 
implementation partners ultimately singled out Vienna-
based ACP X-tech GmbH as the partner of choice to supply 
the hardware and implement the basic infrastructure. “At 
our very first meeting, we saw that the partner had a lot of 
in-depth knowledge,” Stern says. “We then opted for a 
terminal server environment on the basis of VMware 
Horizon and vSphere.”

 “We can now manage the devices centrally with   
a small team, so we don’t need to go looking for 
extra staff.”

Stefan Scheiring, Head of IT and Organization, Würth-Hochenburger

The catalog of requirements was clear. The new platform 
needed to be highly scalable to support further business 
expansion. It also had to be integrated into the recently 
implemented network system to support working from 
different sites. “It was important not only to minimize the 
administration and maintenance work involved, but to keep 
an eye on costs,” says Stern.
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Simple management and cost reduction
Armed with VMware Horizon and vSphere, and lean 
Windows 10 clients from Lenovo and Windows Server 2016, 
Würth-Hochenburger has a modern and scalable workspace 
environment. Fast and secure client services now provide 
optimal support to the company’s more rigorous 
requirements for mobility, security and flexibility. 
Administrative costs have also been sharply reduced. 

“When staff move from one branch to another to work,  
it is a whole lot simpler today than it used to be,” Stern says. 
“Session roaming gives every employee access to their 
desktop and files at any time. Similarly, working from  
home is just as convenient as working at our offices.”   
Stern attributes greater efficiency and productivity above   
all to the fact that data synchronization now works perfectly 
across the various company sites: “No one has to work   
with obsolete data anymore.” 

Security has likewise reaped huge rewards from the 
availability of virtual desktops based on VMware. Stern says, 
“If a device gets lost, all you have to do is lock the client  
or user. That’s it.” 

The Würth-Hochenburger staff themselves are evidently 
very happy with the availability of modern, digital IT 
workspaces despite the very short training period and 
learning curve. The same goes for management,  
especially regarding the perennial shortage of specialist 
labor. Alongside a positive user experience and more 
motivated staff, the IT department no longer sees its 
capacity utilization straining at the limit. “We can now 
manage the devices centrally with a small team, so we  
don’t need to go looking for extra staff,” Scheiring says.  
“That’s another goal we’ve achieved.”

 “Session roaming gives every employee access  
to their desktop and files at any time. Similarly, 
working from home is just as convenient as 
working at our offices. No one has to work with 
obsolete data anymore.”

Christoph Stern, Team Leader IT Technology, Würth-Hochenburger

Looking ahead
In the future, the Wurth-Hochenberger IT team will be  
able to supply thin clients quickly and securely to staff  
at all company sites, irrespective of growth trajectories.  
Not even the imponderables surrounding the pandemic  
can throw the venerable Austrian company off its stride.  
VMware Horizon and VMware vSphere have provided a  
high-performance workspace environment that can be 
accessed from anywhere, at any time. 


